ESD NEWS

Reminder: Crossroads 2015 will be on March 24 in E51. See item in Supply Chain Management Review.

PUBLICATIONS


“Pareto Optimality and Nash Equilibrium for Building Stable Systems” - Abdelkrim Doufene and Daniel Krob - accepted for publication and presentation at the 2015 IEEE International Systems Conference (April 13-16, 2015 in Vancouver, British Columbia) during the special session "Theoretical Foundations"

IN THE MEDIA

Article about IAP classes taught by graduate students, including ESD PhD students Amanda Giang and Paul Kishimoto
“Tackling global change during IAP: MIT graduate students brush up on the fundamentals of climate science and policy”
MIT News – February 11, 2015

***

Additional coverage of report on solar lanterns (co-authors of report include several from ESD); Jarrod Goentzel quoted
“MIT launches a Consumer Reports for the developing world”
BetaBoston – January 22, 2015

***

MarsOne study by Olivier de Weck and others cited by NASA associate administrator for human exploration and operations
“NASA Not Ready To Update Mars Mission Architecture”

***

Richard Larson quoted in La Nación article on waiting (article in Spanish)
“La vida en espera” (“Life on Hold”)
La Nación – February 2, 2015

EVENTS

Monday, February 23, 2015
SDM Systems Thinking Webinar Series
“How to Open-source the Creative Process: Democratizing Innovation, Product Design and Development, and Technology Strategy”
Ali Almossawi, Data Visualization Engineer, Mozilla; Author, An Illustrated Book of Bad Arguments; and SDM Alumnus
Time: 12-1pm

Tuesday, February 24, 2015
LIDS Seminar: Ian Dobson (Iowa State)
Time: 4pm
Location: 32-155
(Reception to follow)

###